Rural Crime Task Force
7000 Michael Canlis Blvd
French Camp, Ca 95231
209-468-4425 Fax 209-468-4380

Net Alert # 7
July 2012-August 2012
COPPER/WIRE THEFT
In the 9500 block of Handel rd, unknown suspects stole approximately 1,000 pounds of
copper wire stored on victim’s property. Theft occurred between 7/3/12-7/8/12. 12-16766
In the intersection of French Camp and Harlan Rds, Wayne Duval arrested for attempting
to steal copper wire on 7/8/12. 12-16611
METAL THEFT
In the 5900 block of Muller rd, Lisa Wright and Shawn Boschee broke into the barn and
stole misc metals, 55 gallon drums and oil pumps. Boschee is still at large.12-16778
In the 100 block of Turner rd, Richard Little was arrested for stealing scrap metal. Theft
occurred on 7/14/12. 12-17120
In the 100 block of Turner rd, unknown suspect stole misc steel pipe from location. Theft
occurred on 7/7/12. 12-16533
In the Airport way/ San Joaquin River area unknown suspects stole 7-40” yellow pipes
from the ground. Loss valued at $600. 12-16668
TOOL/EQUIPMENT THEFT
In the 10000 Blk of Hwy 88, unknown suspects stole a Polaris Ranger XP. Theft
occurred between 7/2/12-7/3/12.Loss valued at $10,000.12-16081
In the 6000 blk of Acampo rd, unknown suspects broke into shop and stole batteries and
misc metals. Theft occurred between 7/11/12-7/12/12. 12-16912

In the 700 blk of Peltier rd, unknown suspects stole video surveillance equipment from
field. Loss estimated at $400 and occurred on 7/6/12. 12-16461
In the 10000 blk of E Acampo rd, unknown suspects stole a pump and hose valued at
$1650. Theft occurred between 7/5/12-7/6/12. 12-16377
In the 800 blk of S Roberts rd, unknown suspects broke into barn and stole over $10,000
worth of farming equipment/tools. Theft occurred between 6/12/12-7/3/12. 12-16196
FUEL THEFT
Unknown suspects entered property in the 19000 blk of E Harney ln and stole
approximately 150 gallons of red dye diesel. Loss estimated at $450. Theft occurred on
7/2/12. 12-15963
Unknown suspects stole a propane tank mounted to a trailer from the 22000 blk of N
Kennefick rd. Tank was full and the estimated loss was $2250. Theft occurred 7/8/12. 1216586
SUSPICIOUS PERSON
In the area of Nile ave and Union rd, Jason Brown was seen in the orchard looking at the
irrigation pump. Suspect had tools used for wire theft, however nothing was touched or
disturbed. 12-16485
RECOVERED PROPERTY
A Trap wagon with 400 gallon tank was located in an orchard near Clements/Frazier rds.
Unknown whom it belongs to. Trailer towed by the S/O. 12-17028
ARRESTS
Duval, Wayne WMA arrested for PC 664/487(a) attempted Grand Theft, PC 593
injuring electric power line, PC 466 possession of burglary tools and PC 594(a)
vandalism 12-16611
Wright,Lisa WFA arrested for PC 459 burglary 12-16778
Little,Richard WMA arrested for PC 496(a) possession stolen property and PC 484(a)
petty theft 12-17120

Please report any and all activity that makes you suspicious.
If it’s possible, only fill your fuel tanks with the amount of fuel you
need. Have the gas trucks come to you more often.
For non-emergency reports 24 hours a day, you can call (209) 4684400. In the event of emergency call 911.

